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Digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) is a form of serial sectioning created by digital reconstruction of multiple lowdose mammographic projections into contiguous slices. It is often referred to as “tomo” or “threedimensional” (3D) mammography, although it is not a truly multiplanar form of 3D[1]. Slice thickness may be
adjusted depending on the vendor and/or software used for display. Images are obtained in the same plane as the
original compression plane and are read as planar images. Tomosynthesis images can be acquired with (“combomode”) or without standard two dimensional (2D) digital mammography (DM). Synthetic 2D mammograms (SM)
are 2D projection images reconstructed from the information acquired during DBT data acquisition (post
processing). The DBT slices or “stack” must be interpreted alongside the 2D imaging, either standard 2D DM or SM
images[2, 3].
Studies comparing DBT with 2D DM have consistently demonstrated superior performance of DBT including many
performance indicators crucial to a successful screening program[2-7]. In North America, where abnormal recall
rates are higher than European countries, DBT significantly improves specificity by decreasing false-positive recall
rates by 30-40%, with a pooled absolute reduction of 2.9%[8], reducing unnecessary follow-ups (BI-RADS 3) by
50% and increasing the positive predictive value (PPV3) for lesions undergoing biopsy from 30% with 2D DM to
50% with DBT (p<0.0001) [9]. This reduces the burden of unnecessary testing and costs of screening programs. In
addition, DBT increases the cancer detection rate by 1 to 2/1000 screening exams (average 1.6 per 1000) above
2D DM[8]. A meta-analysis showed that DBT improved CDR in screening and diagnostic settings in dense
breasts[10]. DBT’s greatest major benefit is its preferential increase in the detection rate of invasive cancers.
Studies have shown preferential diagnosis of DBT over 2D DM screening for early detection of lobular carcinomas,
and biologically active invasive cancers with fewer nodal and distant metastases[11, 12]. Ductal carcinoma in situ
(DCIS) detection remains similar compared with 2D DM. Although there is an increased detection of architectural
distortion related to radial scars, PPV3 for detection of malignancy related to this finding remains high at 34%[13].
The potential impact on overtreatment is under active evaluation[14]. The improved clinical performance of DBT
is related to its ability to diminish the effects of overlapping tissue by displaying one thin section of tissue at a
time, resulting in improved detection and evaluation of focal asymmetries, architectural distortion and some
apparent masses. Calcifications can also be easily detected on DBT and/or the accompanying SM or 2D DM
images. Recent studies[15, 16] have demonstrated SM to be comparable to 2D DM for the detection of
calcifications, although 2D magnification views remain the standard for the workup of calcifications requiring
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characterization, regardless of how they were detected. The application of Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools may
improve workflow by decreasing DBT reading times and increasing the accuracy of interpretation [17]. To date,
several DBT machines are approved by Health Canada as stand-alone screening and diagnostic systems.
The radiation dose for a single DBT projection is equivalent to that of a single view 2D DM image[18, 19]. The dose
for 2D DM + DBT (“combo mode”) single image and projection is therefore approximately double to just over
double but remains within acceptable dose limits. There is no additional radiation required for SM as this is simply
a post processed image and hence the dose of an SM + DBT projection is equivalent to the single DBT projection
dose. Many observational studies[3, 4, 20] have confirmed the SM + DBT have an equivalent accuracy as 2D DM +
DBT (combo mode). Data regarding the diagnostic performance of single use of SM+DBT in the screening setting
are scarce and several large randomized breast DBT screening trials are underway, such as TMIST [13], the
PROSPECTS trial in the United Kingdom, the TOSYMA trial in Germany, the Proteus Donna and RE-Tomo trials in
Italy[21]. SM + DBT are increasingly replacing the “combo mode” thereby addressing the concern of radiation
dose.

Current Clinical Indications
Screening
Screening outcome benchmarks are improved with the use of DBT. DBT can improve recall rate and PPV for
recall[22], which is of strong interest to Canadian screening programs[23]. Interval cancers, which are cancers
diagnosed in between normal screening intervals, have been demonstrated at reduced rates in women screened
with DBT[24-26]. In the Malmo Breast Tomosynthesis Screening Trial of women screened with DBT and digital
mammography, the interval cancer rate (ICR) was 1.6 per 1,000 screened, significantly lower than 2.8 per 1000 in
the group screened with digital mammography[25]. However, the To-Be trial from Norway recently published
their results of a non significantly lower ICR of 1.4/1000 with DBT vs 2/1000 for DM (p=0.20)[27] and a metaanalysis showed no significant difference in pooled ICR, with heterogeneity of data and few datasets[28]. Likely
more studies will be needed for conclusive evidence of reduction in ICR with DBT.
DBT is increasingly being used for screening worldwide. Results of large prospective and retrospective screening
trials have demonstrated consistently improved cancer detection rates and PPVs and decreased recall rates.
American College of Radiology [29] and European guidelines [30] concluded that DBT may be recommended for
screening. Recent European guidelines suggest that women with dense breasts may benefit the most from DBT
screening[30].
A large randomized control trial is currently underway, with the intention of enrolling 165,000 patients at over 90
sites (TMIST), comparing 2D-DM+DBT with 2D-DM alone[14]. The study is designed primarily to investigate if 2DDM+DBT detects lethal cancers (advanced cancers or small aggressive cancers). Many secondary aims including
recall rates are being addressed.

Diagnostic
DBT is very useful in diagnostic breast imaging. DBT has been found to be better than coned compression views
for investigating 2D mammographically detected abnormalities. It improves the radiologist’s confidence for
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diagnosis, reduces unnecessary additional tests such as breast ultrasound and additional mammographic views,
and identifies additional disease if full view DBT is used. It has been shown to improve workflow; non-contributory
ultrasound and BI-RADS 3 call-backs are reduced by 50%[9] with an absolute reduction of 2.4 per 1000[31] and an
overall (20%) increase in the PPV3 for biopsy[9].
In addition to full view DBT, spot tomosynthesis uses the same radiation dose and can be helpful to distinguish
true findings from summation artifact. When working up DBT findings, ultrasound is often the first choice for
many asymmetries, masses and architectural distortion. Tomosynthesis-guided biopsy can be performed for
calcifications and for suspicious DBT findings that are occult on ultrasound. This technique has been shown to
reduce the biopsy time by as much as 50%. The characterization of microcalcifications still requires 2D true lateral
and cranio-caudal magnification views. Greater availability of contrast-enhanced tomosynthesis may further
improve the specificity of DBT in future [32, 33]. When tomosynthesis-guided biopsy is not available, MRI may be
required to investigate DBT-only findings.

CSBI Recommendations for Tomosynthesis in Canada
1. Recommend using screening with DBT to reduce abnormal recall rates, increase cancer detection rates,
reduce interval cancer rates and increase PPV for recalled lesions. DBT is predicted to be the future for
screening mammography and replace 2D DM.
2. Recommend switching or upgrading to a DBT unit when it is time to replace end of life mammography
units. The Mammography Accreditation Program (MAP) Standard including SM views allows accreditation
of SM+ tomosynthesis data, as mandated by the screening programs.
3. There is strong evidence that SM may be used instead of 2D images. If synthetic views are used without
2D imaging, it is mandatory to review the tomosynthesis stack. Tomosynthesis slices or synthetic views
must not be used independently.
4. Where DBT is employed for screening and diagnosis, there must be access to advanced breast imaging,
which may include tomosynthesis-guided biopsy, “second look” ultrasound and/or breast MRI. This is
required to aid biopsy of subtle lesions which may not be visible on standard 2D mammography.
5. SM is comparable to 2D DM for microcalcification detection, but true magnification views are required for
microcalcification characterization.
6. While tomosynthesis may be considered a supplemental screening tool to 2D mammography, it does not
replace the need for supplemental screening with other imaging modalities in patients with dense breast
tissue, or who are at high risk for breast cancer. Other supplemental screening modalities such as Breast
MRI, contrast-enhanced mammography and breast ultrasound should be used in these patients[34, 35].
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Challenges to implementation of DBT include, but are not limited to:
1. Workflow considerations: Interpretation time is higher but less than double of that of routine 2D DM [4,
36]. This is also dependent on the number of images (breast thickness) to be reviewed and more
importantly, the network speed. With experience, reader interpretation time may increase by 25-30%
over 2D DM[37]. However, reduced recall rate, fewer benign biopsies and fewer BI-RADS 3 findings
requiring follow-up will improve the workflow.
2. PACS considerations: DBT has large digital storage requirements over and above 2D DM. It is required that
the tomosynthesis stack be stored in addition to the 2D DM and synthetic images for the required
retention time. Advances in data compression, storage costs, synthetic view image quality and evidence
to support synthetic-view-only comparison may address this concern. Providing high network speed and
updated reporting workstations is also an ongoing cost consideration for facilities.
3. Reimbursement: Fee code reimbursement must be adjusted for DBT above 2D DM for both screening
and diagnostic in some Canadian provinces and new fee codes may need to be established in others[38].
This is to account for the increased radiologists’ reading time as well as the higher equipment and storage
costs. Despite increased costs to individual facilities, implementation of DBT allows cost savings to the
entire medical system[38, 39]. The literature indicates that the cost savings are related to fewer workups,
biopsies and unnecessary follow up testing, and importantly, less aggressive treatments required due to
earlier detection. With reduced call backs and follow ups, additional out-of-pocket costs to patients for
the added travel and parking, time from work, child or family care will also be reduced. Cost effectiveness
studies have shown that it is cost effective to screen with DBT, particularly in women with dense
breasts[39-42].

Personnel Requirements
In addition to standard mammography requirements, it is strongly recommended that radiologists willing to
initiate reporting DBT participate in an initial 8 hours of training specific to DBT as per the ACR requirement to
reduce the learning curve and avoid an increased recall rate[43]. If radiologists had regular DBT training in
residency or fellowship, or have been using it in regular practice, an extra 8 hours of dedicated DBT training is not
required if appropriate ongoing practice maintenance is achieved. Technologists and medical physicists should
obtain appropriate training as available.

Contraindications
Like digital mammography there are no known absolute contraindications specific to DBT, and should follow
recommendations for use of 2D mammography as per CAR guidelines[43].
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